5. Reading Intermediate High School
September 2017
We Met as a building August 22, 2017
1) For those of you that don't know- the current building reps are: Jen Brumbach, Louisa
Cintron, Beth Planer, Josh Stoica, Desi Wagner, and Carl Weston. If you need to have
representation for any reason contact them or myself. FYI-We still could use one more!
2) Members, keep copious notes and documentation this year. It was discussed that building
reps will be representing members in pairs to best document and represent the meeting.
Additionally, if you see something occurring with another teacher, please make a report to a
building rep as that might assist a fellow teacher’s case.
3) Some concerns were raised about Ms. Beaver’s comments on evaluations and
observations. "Everything is observable for your end of year evaluation" We are trying
to determine if Ms. Beaver’s comments are in line with Danielson’s model and Board approved
evaluation policies.
4) Our prep time seems to be an issue for further investigation. Per contract, prep time needs
to be equal to a class period unmolested from duty. Component time is a duty as we are being
required to participate in a form of department time. Will the school pay us for the lost 25/30
minutes? At this point, we have to do it and grieve it later.
5) If you have had complaints about problems with the prescription and health plans, you are
reminded to continue to keep their receipts. Grievances are ongoing.
6) Members are encouraged to strongly consider their use of the school’s wifi. Any use such as
iPads, cellphones, and personal computers connected to the school’s wifi is subject to search
and seizure by the school district.
With the topic of RSD’s wifi, it is also note worthy that members should contact building reps’
via personal emails on personal computers or devices so that RSD does not have access to that
information.
Respectfully submitted,
Pete Karpew
RIHS Building Officer

